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Abstract. Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) has been gaining
popularity over open repair of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) in the
recent years. This paper describes a distortion correction approach to be
applied during the EVAR cases. In a novel workflow, models (meshes)
of the aorta and its branching arteries generated from preoperatively
acquired computed tomography (CT) scans are overlayed with interven-
tionally acquired fluoroscopic images. The overlay provides an arterial
roadmap for the operator, with landmarks (LMs) marking the ostia,
which are critical for stent placement. As several endovascular devices,
such as angiographic catheters, are inserted, the anatomy may be dis-
torted. The distortion reduces the accuracy of the overlay. To overcome
the mismatch, the aortic and the iliac meshes are adapted to a device seen
in uncontrasted intraoperative fluoroscopic images using the skeleton-
based as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) method. The deformation was evalu-
ated by comparing the distance between an ostium and the corresponding
LM prior to and after the deformation. The central positions of the ostia
were marked in digital subtraction angiography (DSA) images as ground
truth. The mean Euclidean distance in the image plane was reduced from
19.81±17.14mm to 4.56±2.81mm.

Keywords: computational geometry, as-rigid-as-possible, mesh defor-
mation, abdominal aortic aneurysm, EVAR.

1 Introduction

The abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is one of the most frequent aortic dis-
eases. It is a dilatation of the abdominal aorta. AAAs, such as cardiac diseases,
are becoming increasingly more common due to the continuous aging of the pop-
ulation. In the case of aneurysm rupture, 60% of the patients reach the hospital
alive and 65% of these patients die during elective repair [1]. Detection of AAAs
prior to rupture is challenging. They are mostly asymptomatic, thus often found
accidentally. If the aneurysm diameter exceeds 5.5 cm or its expansion is rapid,
it is decided for elective repair [9]. Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) repre-
sents a more novel approach than open surgery. During an EVAR intervention,
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the operating physician inserts endovascular instruments through minor incisions
at the groins and places a stent graft into the body of the aneurysm to exclude
the weakened wall of the aorta from the blood flow. EVAR causes less trauma
to the patient and the recovery times are significantly shorter compared to open
repair. There is no difference in long-term mortality rates, but the short-term
death rate of EVAR is significantly lower [10].

EVAR procedures are navigated by X-ray fluoroscopic images. To visualize
vascular structures during the intervention, iodinated contrast agent is injected.
However, as the patients are in advanced age, their renal functions may not be
sufficient to process the injected contrast medium. In a more novel workflow, a
preoperatively acquired computed tomography (CT) volume is segmented [8].
The resulting surface meshes of the aorta and the branching arteries are used
for preinterventional planning. Landmarks (LMs) of the main branching artery
ostia are calculated automatically and the physician may set further LMs man-
ually. After the LM calculation, optimal angulations of the interventional C-arm
system are calculated to be recalled during the intervention.

During the intervention, the preoperative CT dataset is registered to the C-
arm system [2] and the mesh models of the aorta and its branching arteries are
projected onto the fluoroscopic images which provides an arterial roadmap for
the operator and potentially leads to a reduction in contrast agent load. How-
ever, the inserted endovascular devices may distort the anatomy and reduce the
accuracy of the overlay. To compensate for the mismatch, several approaches
have been developed previously. Non-rigid registration approaches were imple-
mented by Liao et al. [7] and Guyot et al. [3], which require intense contrast
agent usage. Another approach is based on the implementation of a finite ele-
ment method (FEM) [6]. The FEM has a high computational complexity and
current implementations only simulate the deformation prior to the intervention.

In this paper, the application of the skeleton-based variant of the as-rigid-
as-possible (ARAP) mesh deformation for endovascular distortion correction is
presented. The ARAP method was developed by Igarashi et al. for 2D surface
deformations [5] and reformulated by Sorkine and Alexa to handle 3D surface
meshes [11]. The 3D ARAP method can be considered as the successor of the
Laplacian surface editing method developed by Sorkine et al. [12]. The 3D surface
mesh ARAP framework was extended by Zhang et al. with a skeletal constraint
to result in better volume preservation [13]. We implemented this skeleton-based
variant of the ARAP surface mesh deformation with a control point selection
and transformation algorithm. The evaluation revealed that the implemented
method was able to increase the accuracy of the arterial roadmap significantly
in the case of anatomical distortion.

2 Methods

The idea is to adapt the mesh model to the reconstructed 3D device such that it
smoothly deforms to the new position. Due to the knowledge of the position of
the 3D device, the new position of some of the vertices can be determined. Due
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Fig. 1. (a) The interventional view shows an overlay of a preoperative CT and a DSA
image with the reconstructed device. (b) Rays are cast between the mesh centerline
(CL) and the device. If a ray hits the mesh, the hit point is designated as a control
point, which will be moved to the device points.

to anatomical constraints, the position of some other vertices can be fixed. The
known vertices represent the control points of the applied method, see Figure 1.

The ARAP method ensures that the deformed shape matches the control
points on one hand and, on the other hand, the remaining vertices are displaced
with as minimal transformations as possible.

2.1 Skeleton-Based As-Rigid-As-Possible Mesh Deformation

A triangular surface mesh, in the following shape S, is characterized by its
vertices vi ∈ R

3 and edges eij = vi − vj connecting the vertices. A deformed
surface mesh is denoted by S ′ in the following, with deformed vertex positions
v′
i and deformed edges e′ij . Shapes S and S ′ may have different geometries, but

must have the same topology after deformation.
For the non-rigid deformation between the shapes S and S ′, an energy function

was formulated by Sorkine and Alexa [11]:

E(S,S ′) =
n∑

i=1

∑

j∈N (i)

wij ||e′ij −Rieij ||22, (1)

where n denotes the number of vertices, the wij represent edge weights and
Ri denotes the rotation matrix of a cell, i.e., the vertex vi and its one-ring
neighborhood N (i). To compensate for possible mesh non-uniformities, the wij

were chosen to be cotangent weights [11]. This formulation guarantees maximal
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rigidity, if optimized for minimal rotations. The minimization and reordering
results for all vertices i in

∑

j∈N (i)

wij(v
′
i − v′

j) =
∑

j∈N (i)

wij

2
(Ri +Rj)(vi − vj) =⇒ Lv′ = b(R), (2)

where L is a weighted Laplacian matrix and b(R) denotes the right hand side
of the resulting linear system of equations depending on the local rotations.

The ARAP transformation is controlled by a subset of vertices with known
new positions. These positions may either be kept identical to their previous ones
(anchor points) or transformed into explicitly defined new ones (handle points).
The union of these designated vertices is called control points. In [12] these m
control points vci are taken into account in the previously derived Laplacian
surface editing energy formulation

EL(S,S ′) = ||Lv′ − δ||22 +
m∑

i=1

||v′
ci − vci ||22 =⇒ Lv′ = b, (3)

where δ = Lv.
The similarity between Equation 2 and Equation 3 is apparent. The control

point constraint can easily be added to the ARAP energy formulation and system
matrix as well. The left hand side, the system matrix, is identical, but the right
hand side is dependent on the local rotations Ri in the ARAP method.

The linear system of equations of the ARAP approach can be solved with a
two-step iteration. Prior to the iteration, the edge weights wij are computed and
the system matrix L is assembled and prefactorized. As the matrix L is sparse,
symmetric and positive definite, a sparse Cholesky decomposition, as proposed
in [11], is used. Next, an initial guess, the Laplacian surface editing solution, v′

(0)

is calculated by solving Equation 2 with all rotations Ri set to identity.
In the first step, the iteration calculates the optimal local rotations Ri by

minimizing Equation 1 with the calculated previous solution v′
(0). In the second

step, the rotations Ri are substituted into the right hand side of Equation 2 and
the next solution v′

(1) is calculated by solving the equation system. These two
iteration steps are repeated until convergence.

We implemented the extended ARAP framework developed by Zhang et al. to
account for possible volume deflations [13]. For volume preservation, a skeletal
constraint was incorporated. The constraint can be formulated as an additional
term in the Laplacian energy function:

Eskel(S,S ′) = ||Lv′ − δ||22 + ||Lsv
′
all − δs||22 +

m∑

i=1

||v′
ci − vci ||22, (4)

where Ls denotes the Laplacian matrix of the skeleton points, v′
all = [v′,v′

s]
T

with v′
s as the added skeleton points and δs = Lsvall. In matrix form, this reads

⎡

⎣
L | 0
Ic | 0

Ls

⎤

⎦
[
v′

v′
s

]
=

⎡

⎣
δ
vc

δs

⎤

⎦ , (5)

where Ic denotes the mapping between v and vc.
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The additional rows in the system matrix do not increase the computational
complexity significantly, as m � n. The resulting linear system of equations can
be solved by applying the previously described two-step iterative scheme.

2.2 Control Point Selection

To determine whether and where to deform the aortic or an iliac surface mesh,
rays are cast from the centerline of the vessel mesh to the reconstructed endovas-
cular device in 3D. If a cast ray hits the mesh, this indicates that the device line
is outside of the mesh, thus the mesh has to be deformed around the hit point
h. The hit point is selected as a handle point and its shift s is calculated by

s = d− h+Δd
(d− h)

||d− h|| , (6)

where d denotes the respective device point and Δd represents the device thick-
ness. In case of tortuous vessels, a resampling of the control points is performed
to ensure a more equally distributed sampling. To account for the large flexibility
of the abdominal aorta, no anchor points were defined explicitly.

2.3 Mesh Deformation

The aortic and iliac meshes are deformed independently of each other. First,
the inserted device is reconstructed in 3D from two views [4]. Next, the control
points for the aortic and the iliac mesh to be deformed are defined.

As the skeleton-based ARAP deformation is used, a skeleton has to be gen-
erated, which is simple as the vessel meshes are rather tubular. Each mesh is
sliced by planes every 5mm along the centerline perpendicular to it. Along each
slicing plane, six equiangular rays are cast. The ray-mesh hit points are defined
as skeleton points. First, the aortic mesh is deformed by translating the control
points and executing the two-step iteration. Second, the selected iliac mesh is
deformed by translating its control points by the calculated shifts, and the top
control points are moved to the previously found nearest aortic vertices. After
the deformation, the vertices of the aortic mesh below the bound iliac points are
erased for the sake of consistency. The complete deformation (prefactorization
and iteration) is performed within one second for a typical mesh size of 7500
vertices on an Intel i7 - 3720QM with 8GB RAM.

3 Results and Evaluation

3.1 Data Description

The evaluation of the implemented method was performed on real clinical data.
The data was provided by two clinical collaboration sites, Universitätsklinikum
Heidelberg (HD) and Centre Hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal (CHUM).
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Each of the datasets covered a CT volume with sufficient quality for segmenta-
tion, data for registration and DSA images of the iliac bifurcation. Optimally,
each patient has two 2D images of each iliac bifurcation to be able to recon-
struct the endovascular device in 3D. 17 datasets with 31 distinct DSA images
(excluding images for device reconstruction) were found eligable for evaluation.

3.2 Qualitative Results

First, the deformation was evaluated qualitatively by clinical experts. The seg-
mented models were registered to the renal arteries and the overlay images before
and after the deformation were compared visually. As the aorta is rather stiff,
the deformation is mostly minor. The deformation corrects for the distortion of
the anatomy by the device, while preserving the LM positions, such as those
of the renals. The correspondence between the deformed mesh and the contrast
agent flow in the DSA images is higher.

In the case of the highly tortuous iliac arteries, even larger improvements can
be observed. The part of the reconstructed devices located outside of the mesh
is mostly larger than in the aortic case. The distances between the internal iliac
artery LMs and the observed ostium positions may also be larger. The overlayed
deformed meshes show high correspondence to the contrast agent flow in the
DSA images. The new LM positions also show an improvement, see Figure 2.

(a) Patient 2 (b) Patient 3 (c) Patient 4

(d) Patient 2 – deformed (e) Patient 3 – deformed (f) Patient 4 – deformed

Fig. 2. Iliac overlay images of three patients before (a)(b)(c) and after distortion correc-
tion (d)(e)(f) by the skeleton-based ARAP deformation method. Medical data courtesy
of HD and CHUM.
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3.3 Quantitative Results

The visual impressions of the qualitative evaluation were also proven by quan-
titative measures. Since there is no possibility to evaluate in 3D, the central
positions of the internal iliac artery ostia were marked in the 2D DSA images as
ground truth. The corresponding projections of the LM positions were compared
to the ground truth prior to and after the deformation, see Table 1.

First, the Euclidean distances between the ostia and the corresponding LMs
were measured. The mean initial (undeformed) distance between the ostia and
the corresponding LMs was 19.81mm with a standard deviation of 17.14mm.
After deformation, the mean distance was reduced to 4.56mm and the standard
deviation to 2.81mm. The median was initially slightly lower than the mean and
was also reduced significantly from 15.79mm to 3.65mm.

As the characteristic direction of the iliac arteries is vertical, during stent
placement the height of the stent endings is critical. Thus, a second distance
measure, the vertical distance (difference of z-coordinates), was also considered.
The mean initial distance was 11.33mm with a standard deviation of 8.21mm.
It was reduced to 2.73mm with a standard deviation of 2.20mm.

Table 1. Distances between ostia and the corresponding LMs.

Euclidean dist. Vertical dist.
Initial Deformed Initial Deformed

Mean (mm) 19.81 4.56 11.33 2.73

Std. dev. (mm) 17.14 2.81 8.21 2.20

Median (mm) 15.79 3.65 9.33 2.25

4 Conclusion and Outlook

This paper proposes an approach towards distortion correction during endovas-
cular AAA repair procedures. The method accounts for distortions caused by
inserted endovascular devices by adapting the segmented models of the aorta
and the iliac arteries using the skeleton-based ARAP mesh deformation. Evalu-
ation shows that the distortion correction increases the accuracy of the overlay of
the projected surface meshes with interventionally acquired fluoroscopic images.

The method could be extended to account for multiple inserted devices, thus
increasing the accuracy of the deformation. Additionally, both iliacs may be
deformed simultaneously. Furthermore, the range of applications can be extended
by applying the method for thoracic aortic aneurysm (TAA) repairs.
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